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Spinning out a university research 
project to drive flood resilience 
globally



Our mission 
To minimise the impact of flooding 
globally by enabling people and 
organisations to proactively mitigate 
its impacts



Rising Cost of Flooding

$1tn

Global annual cost of flooding by 2050
Source: WRI, 2015 



The Growing Flood Problem

? 1in 5 properties affected by surface 
water
flood risk 

? Floods impacts rapidly rising

? Flash floods occurring in areas not 
previously affected, catching people off 
guard

? Many impacts aren’t covered by 
insurance
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Warnings are Crucial for Mitigating Flood Risk

Key steps to improving resilience:
1. Understand risk

2. Invest in resilience measures

3. Set-up flood action plan

4. Receive early warnings



Types of flood

8 River
8 Coastal
8 Surface Water
8 Groundwater
8 Leaks



Drivers not always straightforward



Main River Flood Warnings

EA Flood Warning Mississippi flood Warnings



Surface Water and Ordinary Watercourse Flood Guidance

UK Flood Guidance Statement New York Warning



The Technology
Live hydrodynamic simulations 
every 3 hours

Property-level depth/time 
predictions

Captures surface water and small 
rivers



Model 
calibration

System 
goes live

Model set-
up 

Flood event

Inspect 
performance

How it works



Cabinet Office Pilot

“This is ground-breaking work that 
will immensely assist our resilience 
community in making informed 
decisions for planning and response 
to flood events and impact”
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ICURe and Spin-out

8 2018: ICURe: 240 
conversations in 11 cities

8 2019: Spin-out as the only 
provider of flood warnings 
for surface water and small 
watercourses. 



Small Rivers and Surface Water:
? Specialist notifications 

provided ONLY via 
Previsico 

? Majority (56%) of flood risk

River and Coastal Flooding
? Standard warnings typically 

provided by government (e.g. EA 
in England)

Most Properties at Risk don’t Receive Flood Warning



On-site Sensors

A premium warning device for high-risk 
assets

? Easy installation
? Low maintenance
? Real-time monitoring



Our Toolkit

8 Email notifications
8 Flood dashboard
8 API feed 
8 On-site sensors

Our Toolkit

Email notifications
Flood dashboard

-site sensors



Growing the business with investment

! 2018: Innovate UK grant
! 2019: Angel Investment Round
! 2020: Innovate UK loan
! 2021: £1.75m VC investment
! 2022: Growing customer base, 

delivering to over 150 
organisations



8 Protect stock and assets

8 Mitigate losses

8 Prevent business interruption

8 Improves climate resilience

Benefits for Business



The total cost of risk
? Premium: 
? Cost to transfer the risk to the insurance carrier.

? Losses:
? All retained losses related to claims (including deductibles and self-insured 

policies).
? Cost of risk management:
? E.G. Training, PPE

? Additional insurance services
? E.G. Legal

? Productivity losses
? E.g. BI, Damage to reputation etc.



Case study: BT 

? Supporting BT resilience team with flood 
warnings over 5k sites

? Proven accuracy in 2019 floods 
? Proactively supporting teams:
? Reduce false alarm callouts
? Respond to unique events
? Set-up defences
? Move stock
? Pump flood water out of key sites



Whalley, Lancashire
(Whalley and Billington FLAG)

“In Whalley the alert went off on 
Boxing Day evening at around 
11pm (2020). It alerted our flood 
wardens and we managed to get 
to the culvert and clear it before 
it flooded the village. We can 
only recommend this type of 
technology as it is the way 
forward in flood management 
tools. ”

Gillian Darbyshire
Lead Director, Whalley 
& Billington Flood 
Action Group



Environment
? Reduce waste
? Reduce contamination

Social
? 40% SMEs never reopen

? Mental health issues 9 times more likely

Governance
? Climate change risk on every Board’s agenda 

A meaningful ESG Impact
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What next?

@ Continue geographic expansion
@ Improve product
@ Grow the team
@ Grow key customer areas:

@ Water Companies
@ Infrastructure
@ Real-estate
@ Councils
@ Housing Associations
@ Manufacturing 
@ Construction
@ Retail



CONNECT WITH US
info@previsico.com
+44 (0) 3300 883 712
previsico.com

Any Questions?

mailto:info@previsico.com
https://previsico.com/



